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human presence in LGM, 86
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domestication in China, 159
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technological transition, 235
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San woman breastfeeding, 194
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Neanderthals, late survival, 240
scrapers, ice age, 235
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woolly mammoths, 230, 243
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North American textile, 169
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commensals with sedentism, 142, 253
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Spindle whorls, 126, 148, 152, 154, 157, 160, 163, 167, 171, 226, 246, 248, 251, 254. See also agriculture; textiles; tools, spindle whorls
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China, 157, 248, 254
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Korea, 246
Mexico, 165
Neolithic, early, 254
Philippines, 251
Southeast Asia, 251
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Vietnam, 246
visibility of textiles, 152, 154, 171, 248
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early, 244
oldest, 254
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South American crop, 163, 246
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North American domesticate, 148, 167, 171, 246
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Sungir site, Russia
ice age clothing, 91–2, 238
Sweating. See thermal physiology, sweating
clothing problem, 49, 57–8, 120–1, 124–6, 226, 242–3
evolution, 7–9, 34, 36
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domestication, 251
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pig fodder, 251
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Neolithic textiles, 254
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Aborigines, 11, 16
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LGM temperatures, 250
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fibers; Carothers, Wallace; cellophane;
Dacron; Gore-Tex; nylon; polyester fibers;
Terylene; textiles; vinyl
moisture management, poor, 58, 251
origin of plastics, 15, 226–7
Syria
blade technology, 104
linen cloth, early, 154
linseed, 152
tyre, early crop, 149, 247
Taiwan
Austronesian origins, 251
K. C. Chang, archaeologist, 248
Taphonomic bias
textiles in agriculture, 254
Tarkhan dress. See also Ancient Egypt
linen garment, 178
Taro, 179, 181–2, 251
fodder for pigs, 251
Tasmania, 4, 11, 27, 61, 65, 74, 76, 97, 103–10, 112, 115, 188, 193, 228
abls, Pleistocene, 79
Bedoin expedition, 227
blades absent, 108
clothing, 11, 27, 61, 107–10
d’Entrecasteaux expedition, 227
Flinders Island settlement, 205
Kutikina cave site, 106, 108
nakedness, 11, 27, 121, 225
Neanderthal comparisons, 105, 115, 140
Nunamira Cave, 206–7
Oyster Cove, 205
Plenstocene, 27, 78, 97, 103–10
scrapers, 27, 74, 107–9
Tattersall, Ian
tongued language origins, 230
Tattoos. See also adornment; dress
form of dress, 228
Taylor, Lou
dress studies, 228
Tchernov, Eitan
commensals and sedentism, 202
Technology. See also Paleolithic, clothing
technologies; tools
complexity and cold environments, 238
food in cold environments, 87
hunter-gatherer clothing, 13
Industrial Revolution, textiles, 13
plastics and textiles, 13
singularity, 235
Tolitihuacan, Mexico
wild animal in captivity, 162
Tequila
alcohol distilled from agaves, 162
Terra Amata, France
Lower Paleolithic site, 235
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